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Note: This work has to be done in the grammar book. 

 

Q1.  Fill in the blanks. (Page 44) 

 

A. Reema has short hair but Meena has long hair. 

 

B. Ryan’s box is big but Raj’s box is small. 

 

Q2. Match  the  following. ( Page 44)    

        A.   Honey is……………………………………….(vi). sweet 

B.  Lemons are……………………………………(v). sour 

C. Ice cream is…………………………………….(i). cold 

 

D. A cup of tea is ………………………………..(iii). hot       

                    

E. A feather is …………………………………….(iv). light     

                   

       F.   A stone is………………………………………..(ii). heavy 

      

Q3.Unscramble the letters given in brackets to find the adjective that suits each noun. (Page 44) 

 

A. The stone has a (gruoh) rough surface. 

B. The cat has a (mtohso) smooth coat. 

C. The children in the classroom are very (tqiue) quiet. 

D. The children in the playground are very (ysion  ) noisy. 

E. Two huge trucks can  go down this (dewi) wide road. 

F. It is difficult to bring a car  into this (rwoanr) narrow lane.                 

 

Q4. Match  the  following words. (Page 45) 

 

A. full…………...(iv). empty                F. hard………………..(ix). soft 

 

B. bright……….(iii). dull                     G. thick………………..(x). thin 

 



C. wild……………..(v). tame                 H. sharp……………….(vi). blunt 

  

D. careful…………(i).careless               I. shallow ……………(vii). deep 

 

E. kind……………..(ii). cruel                  J. polite………………(viii). rude 

                                                        

5. Choose the best describing word for each animal and fill in the blanks. (Page 45) 

 

a. timid 

b. hungry 

c. faithful 

d. strong 

e. gentle 

f. fierce 

g. mischievous 

h. huge 

i. hardworking 

j. sly 

 

Q1.Underline the adjectives in the following sentences. ( Page 46) 

 

a. The river is wide and deep. 

b. This is my own wooden trolley. 

c. Eighteen people can use the lift at one time. 

d. Yesterday was a rainy day. 

e. The glass cracked with a loud noise. 

f. That is the very bat Sachin used in the match. 

g. His new neighbour is a friendly man. 

h. He is a bright , hard-working and obedient student. 

i. These pictures are colourful. 

j. The fox is a cunning animal. 

 

Q2.Fill in the blanks with correct adjectives from the brackets. (Page 46-47) 

 

a. This is the -----------------( very/own) bag Ram brought to school. 

b.-------------------( What/Why) a beautiful girl ! 

c.--------------------( Which/Why) colour is your favourite? 

d. This is the ----------(own/very) seat number I had last time. 

e. -------------------(What/Which) team won the match? 

 

 

CONTENT PREPARED  AT HOME. 

 

 


